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Close




Domain successfully purchased! Want the bundle? Start a yearly plan now and get $24.95 off.












Simple Prices. Serious Value.


Get started below!















35% OFF PRO YEARLY & ABOVE



Back to school sale! Click to verify your .edu email address to unlock this offer.









OFFER EXPIRES SOON

















Don't have a college e-mail? Use code MAKEYOURMARK to get 15% off.











lock in 0% store fees



Upgrade to a plan today to lock in a 0% transaction fee forever for all future store orders!









Limited time offer
































FREE


$
0
 forever



Strikingly.com Domain



Unlimited Free Sites




5 GB Monthly Bandwidth




500 MB total storage per site




Simple Store - 1 product per site




24/7 Support












Pro


$
16
 / month

(billed annually)






Connect Custom Domain





3 Pro Sites




Unlimited Free Sites




Unlimited Bandwidth



3 GB total storage per site




Free Domain with Yearly!




Free Domain for 2 Year plans!




Simple Store - 300 products per site




Site Membership




Custom Forms




Multiple Pages




Strikingly App Store




Store Product Reviews




Pop-Ups




Embed HTML/CSS/JavaScript




Remove Strikingly Branding




Password Protect Your Site




Site Search




Invite Collaborators




Custom Font Upload




24/7 Support












Limited


$
8
 / month

(billed annually)






Connect Custom Domain




2 Limited Sites




Unlimited Free Sites




50 GB Monthly Bandwidth




1 GB total storage per site




Free Domain with Yearly!




Free Domain for 2 Year plans!




Sell a single product




24/7 Support












VIP


$
49
 / month

(billed annually)







Everything in the Pro plan




5 Pro Sites




10 GB total storage per site




Sell unlimited products




Priority Customer Service



English Phone Support



Account Management

















FREE PLAN



$0
 forever









Unlimited Free Sites

Strikingly.com Domain

5 GB Monthly Bandwidth

500 MB total storage per site







Multiple Pages - 5 pages per site

Simple Store - 1 product per site

Invite Collaborators

24/7 Support













CUSTOM EMAIL



$25
/
year










Custom email addresses (e.g. myname@mysite.com) make your customer communications much more professional. A domain name is required to add emails.


















Sign up or login first, then upgrade here.






Sponsorship for Nonprofits











FAQ


[bookmark: faq]



Do I need a server to host my site?

Nope, you won't need to worry about hosting. All Strikingly sites include our fully-managed, high performance cloud hosting. 

Can I connect my domain with my Strikingly site?


Yes! Custom domain is a feature in paid plans. Strikingly provides detailed instructions to help you connect your site with a domain you already own. Don't have a domain? You can buy one from right within Strikingly!


Can I create more sites than my plan allows?


Yes. After upgrading to a plan, you can purchase additional sites from right within the dashboard. If you have any trouble with this, just contact us at support@strikingly.com.


What custom code or embedded HTML can I use?


Pro accounts have access to custom code, which you can use to embed all kinds of cool things. Click here to see what's possible!





How do I cancel the service?

If you're on a paid plan, you can cancel the service anytime to revert to the free plan, and the charge will stop by the end of this billing cycle (next month on a monthly agreement and next year on a yearly one). Note that if you are using any paid features, you'll have to remove those features or the associated sites before being able to cancel/downgrade.

Can I switch paid plans?

Yes, simply contact us at support@strikingly.com. You're able to upgrade/downgrade your plan, or upgrade from monthly to yearly, but you may not downgrade from yearly to monthly.

Can I pay in other currencies?

All prices are in USD, but you can pay using any credit card.

More questions?


Want to know how Pro features can help your specific project?
Check out our knowledge base or contact us!
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We're Hiring!
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Cookie Use


We use cookies to improve browsing experience, security, and data collection. By accepting, you agree to the use of cookies for advertising and analytics. You can change your cookie settings at any time.
Learn More



Accept all

Settings

Decline All









Cookie Settings




Necessary Cookies

These cookies enable core functionality such as security, network management, and accessibility. These cookies canâ€™t be switched off.








Analytics Cookies

These cookies help us better understand how visitors interact with our website and help us discover errors.








Preferences Cookies

These cookies allow the website to remember choices you've made to provide enhanced functionality and personalization.






Save















Hey, this language version is currently in beta!



That means some translations may be less than perfect. We're still testing it out.



If you want to help us with the translation, let us know here!



Got it!






















Log in


Templates
Pricing
Affiliates
Resellers
Blog
Support
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